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Residential Energy is the best book available on home energy conservation. This book introduces

readers to a home's parts, before explaining all the important possibilities for energy conservation.

Readers will learn that effective energy conservation requires an integrated approach that identifies

the biggest sources of energy waste. Residential Energy is the perfect reference manual for:

building inspectors, energy auditors, weatherization technicians, carpenters, heating and

air-conditioning specialists, insulation contractors, plumbers, electricians, libraries, and home

improvement enthusiasts.
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In the home performance world this is called "the Krigger book." It is THE book to get for

professionals, and it is often handed out in conjunction with BPI and HERS trainings. I refer to this

book more than any other in our company's library. The 23 appendices are alone worth the price of

the book.Of all the books on home energy efficiency, this book does the best job of explaining

building science in the sense of how residential buildings perform as energy systems. Anybody who

thinks making a house more efficient is just a matter of slapping up some insulation up and handing

out a few energy-saving light bulbs will have their eyes opened after reading this book. It has lots of

useful drawings in addition to the clearly written text.Important stuff in this book that are not in the

"mental maps" of most homeowners and many contractors include: energy intensity indices (such

as BTU/sq.ft./HDD-CDD), calculating heating loads, types of heat flow, defining the thermal



boundary and air boundary, air leakage theory and testing (blower door usage), calculating natural

air exchanges per hour (ACHn) from a blower door reading (CFM50), heating unit and distribution

system efficiencies, non A/C cooling strategies, lighitng loads, light quality and efficient lighting,

increasing water-use efficiencies, mechanical ventilation ("seal tight and ventilate right"), indoor

moisture load-issues-management, combustion safety and indoor air quality, etc. As you can see,

this may be a little too indepth for a homeowner. But anyone working in insulation and home energy

performance should be familiar with these building science concepts. Get the book, get the right

tools, and get good training!With all the emphasis on and new funding for energy efficiency in 2009

and beyond, this is a book that should be on reference shelves for a lot of businesses and

organizations. I had an extra copy from a training and I donated it to our local public library. I see

that Krigger and Dorsi also have a more concise book for homeowners -- probably just as good.

"Residential Energy" is the best introductory book I have found on the sources, end uses, efficiency,

conservation and analysis of residential energy. It is a comprehensive resource that provides an

in-depth understanding of how the physics of energy influences the house as a system.Because the

book is targeted at consumers, students and tradespeople, it provides thorough coverage of theory,

practical applications and construction details; in accurate yet easy to understand language, without

assuming the reader has extensive knowledge of the subject. The book includes 315 pages, 350

drawings, 60 charts and tables, an extensive glossary, 23 appendices and a thorough index.It is an

appropriate workbook to accompany a high school, trades school or college course focusing on

residential energy and would be especially relevant as a training manual for prospective residential

energy auditors. Landlords, homeowners, renters, building inspectors, architects, engineers,

carpenters, insulation contractors, HVAC technicians, plumbers and electricians all have something

significant to gain by reading this manual.If a person understands the principles, theories and tools

described in this book, they have a very thorough general knowledge of single and multi-family

residential energy sources, end uses, efficiency, conservation and analysis.

Nicely done book for beginning residential energy auditor at the coomunity college level. Updated

with lots of additional info in the back. With the cost of energy becoming a current issue, this book

covers it all. So, if you want to enter this emerging field, this book would be a helpful start.

Full of pertinent & usefull info. Every sentence has info...no fluff. Used to pass BPI Residential

Analyst Professional exam, first try. Got 89 on exam. A valuable addition to my library. Tom Jones,



State Licensed Mechanical & General Contractor

The problem is that this is the "only" textbook on the subject. It gets lots of good reviews but they

seem to ignore the following: The book has technical errors; not a lot but still..... It is poorly arranged

and can be difficult to follow. A good example is the intro. This should be a short synopsis of what to

expect ... instead, it tries to teach the whole subject in 13 long pages complete with complex charts.

The index is missing many important entries, making it difficult if not impossible to locate

information. At times the author seems to get lost in the issue he's trying to convey and not get back

to the needed result. There are not nearly enough examples to helpfully convey complex ideas (in

some cases there are none, in others the examples serve only to confuse the reader). There are

only drawings; in many places a picture would be far superior. All that said, it IS the only textbook

available and in spite of all its shortcomings provides a lot of information.The authors also have 2

field handbooks. Do not waste your money on these. Their physical layouts are excellent (spiral

bound, good size, good internal layout) but, and this is important, the contents are practically

useless. They are NOT field handbooks in the proper sense (to be used as reference works in the

field). Be sure to look them over before purchasing -- you'll find they bring no value.Instead I'd highly

recommend the Taunton Press book by Bruce Harley "Insulate and Weatherize". Altho it's written

more for the homeowner, its high level of professionalism makes it a good text for people entering

the energy efficiency business. The pictures and layout are a perfect example of "how to write a

book". It's a delight and conveys the issue exceptionally well in a fraction of the space that

"Residential Energy" tries to. But it won't have the complex physics and math of the Krigger

book.Someone needs to tackle this field with a fine textbook -- and do the world a favor.
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